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Let me tell you 
what I think about 

all this!



Climate change is not fake news

Source: IPCC AR6
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Land-based farming may not produce enough food in the 
future. Maybe I can help?  



It´s my time to shine!

Source: globalsalmoninitative.org



What will happen to my home?

Source: IPCC AR6 Source: NATURE | VOL 388 | 28 AUGUST 1997 
Nature © Macmillan Publishers Ltd 1997

W
ill man-made climate change dis-
rupt the ocean currents that have
guaranteed Europe’s mild climate

for the past 10,000 years? A number of recent
computer simulations as well as simple physi-
cal reasoning have hinted at such a possibility,
but until now no systematic sensitivity study
had been performed. On page 862 of this
issue1, Stocker and Schmittner present such a
study, albeit with a highly simplified climate
model. They conclude that ocean circulation
stability depends not only on the total
amount of greenhouse gas emitted by human
activities, but also on the rate at which the
gases are pumped into the atmosphere. It
could make all the difference whether green-
house gas emissions are reduced or continue
unabated in the coming decades.

The reasons why climate researchers
regard ocean circulation with concern are
simple. The oceans transport massive
amounts of heat around the planet. The
northern North Atlantic in particular bene-
fits from this — it receives around 1015 W of
heat from the Gulf Stream and the North
Atlantic Current (Fig. 1). This heat is
released to the atmosphere and warms the
winds that blow across Europe. The bulk of
the heat is transported not by wind-driven
ocean currents, but by the so-called thermo-
haline circulation, which is driven by tem-
perature and salinity (and therefore density)
differences in sea water. This circulation is
basically a gigantic overturning motion,
sometimes dubbed the ‘ocean conveyor belt’.
Warm surface waters flow north throughout
the Atlantic, give off their heat and sink at
high latitudes, and return south as cold water
at a depth of about 2 km.

The crux of the matter is that the strength
of the circulation, and thus the rate of heat
transport, depends on small density differ-
ences, which in turn depend on a subtle bal-
ance in the North Atlantic between cooling at
high latitudes and the input of less-dense
fresh water from rain, snowfall and river run-
off. More freshwater input would slow down
the overturning, but not in a simple linear
manner. Little happens at first, as the circula-
tion continually removes the freshwater and
replaces it with more salty water from the
south. But there is a well-defined critical
threshold — a saddle-node bifurcation, in

mathematical terms — beyond which the
thermohaline circulation cannot cope with
additional fresh water, and breaks down.
(Surface warming can have a similar effect,
although at high latitudes the sea water densi-
ty is less sensitive to temperature.) The exis-
tence of this threshold was first proposed by
Henry Stommel2 in 1961 and has since been
confirmed by a wide variety of ocean models,
including global general circulation models3.

Deep ocean sediments and the Greenland
ice cap contain a rich climate record which
strongly suggests that the thermohaline
circulation has broken down or at least
changed drastically in the past after pulses of
freshwater entered the Atlantic, and that this
caused cold spells lasting for hundreds of
years. The last of these events was the so-
called Younger Dryas event 11,000 years ago.
They do not necessarily give us indications
for future events, as they occurred under ice
age conditions, but they show that the possi-
bility of a circulation breakdown is real.
Global warming is expected to warm the
surface waters and increase precipitation in
high northern latitudes, both of which will
reduce water density and move the Atlantic
closer to the threshold. The crucial question
is: how close? 

Global warming simulations performed
with coupled ocean–atmosphere circulation

models generally show that the Atlantic ther-
mohaline circulation weakens by 15–50 per
cent for a doubling of atmospheric carbon
dioxide; Manabe and Stouffer4 found that
after a quadrupling of carbon dioxide, the
deep circulation in their model ground to a
complete halt. 

Such models would require more super-
computer time than is practical to explore
the sensitivity of the ocean circulation to a
wide range of parameters. That is why Stock-
er and Schmittner have used a highly simpli-
fied (but well-tested) model: a three-basin
ocean model, averaged at each latitude, with
simple atmospheric feedbacks. Although it is
often said that ‘the more feedbacks included,
the more stable the model’, the net effect of
neglected feedbacks can be negative or posi-
tive; comparisons have shown that the ocean
circulation in simple climate models can 
in fact be more stable than in the most
sophisticated ones. Stocker and Schmittner’s
model gains credibility from the fact that it 
is consistent with the coupled circulation
model of Manabe and Stouffer. 

Nevertheless, a simple model like this can-
not be expected to make accurate quantita-
tive predictions. The key result of their study
lies not in exact numbers, it is in the principle
that the rate at which greenhouse-gas con-
centrations increase is crucial for the stability
of the ocean circulation. Higher concentra-
tions of greenhouse gases can be tolerated if
they are approached more slowly. The impli-
cations for policy are clear: by starting to
reduce emissions soon, we can buy greater
climatic resilience and security later on.

Even the most sophisticated coupled cli-
mate models suffer from problems relevant
to ocean circulation stability: ad hocadjust-
ments to the flux of heat and fresh water are
often made in order to stop the models drift-
ing to unrealistic situations, and these may
artificially stabilize the ocean circulation;
ocean convection is too small-scale to be
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news and views

Risk of sea-change
in the Atlantic
Stefan Rahmstorf

Emissions of  greenhouse gases could w eaken or even halt  ocean

overturning in the  North Atlant ic, radically altering the regional climate.

It  seems that  the rate  of  greenhouse-gas increase may be as important

as the f inal concentrat ions reached.
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Winter sea-
ice cover

North
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Figure 1Europe’s heating

system. This highly simplified

cartoon of Atlantic currents

shows warmer surface

currents in red and cold North

Atlantic Deep Water (NADW)

in blue. The thermohaline

circulation heats the North

Atlantic and Northern Europe.

It extends right up to the

Greenland and Norwegian

Seas, pushing back the winter

sea-ice margin. A rapid rise in

greenhouse gas concentrations

could disrupt the

thermohaline circulation.

The AMOC is a large system of ocean currents, like a conveyor 
belt, driven by differences in temperature and salt content

That depends on the Atlantic meridional 
overturning circulation (AMOC)



I´m so happy right now!!
6.5-7 mg/L DO

5-11 ℃
35% salinity

Graph Source: Penn State
The Chemistry of Natural Waters e-learning 



I´m part of the research team
• I live in a cage and can´t swim away
• I can be collected and measured



Immune Function

Chronic stress makes it harder 
to fight infections

Growth

High energy cost to extract O2

I wonder how much I can 
tolerate…

℃ O2

Behavior

Move toward higher O2

Move away >20.1 °C

Warmer but more oxygen

Colder but less oxygen



℃ O2

• Sea lice harm salmon
• Causes skin damage and stress

• Makes salmon susceptible to other infections

• Ameboic Gill Disease (GD)
• Causes lesions on the gills and inflammation
• Hypoxia (low oxygen) accelerates disease progression*
• Makes salmon susceptible to other infections

*Pathogens 2020, 9, 597 

Stop irritating me!  

I´ve never seen you before!

Kirstin Eliasen Kirstin Eliasen



I know some of you are important food for some of my neighbors …
But I find you quite harmful!

Microalgae are: 
1. Microscopic organisms at the bottom of the food chain
2. Capable of photosynthesis 
3. Multiply with light and high temperatures, excess nutrients in the water
4. Can irritate gills and suffocate fish in large quantities
5. Can produce toxins



Pseudo-nitzschia

Pseudochatonella verruculosa

Dichtyocha

Toxic

By sequencing the DNA 
we can identify all the species present

Toxic

Toxic

Ása Jacobsen Elin Jacobsen
Eirikur Danielsen

Using the microscope we can 
count how many microalgae 
are in the sample 

Fiskaaling is identifying and counting microalgae during the summer so 
they can warn about potential problems with my health.

Chaetoceros decipiens



My view depends on what kind of area I live in



Fantastic to have some models of my neighborhood!

Particle-tracking model of lice transmission

High-resolution modeling of temperature at different depths



“Salmon´s view” 

“Bird´s eye”

There is an urgent need to implement long-term
monitoring and data collection campaigns at aquaculture
sites to understand how the environment is changing



Thanks to my Fiskaaling colleagues

@Fiskaaling

Fiskaaling P/F


